Approaching Digital Transformation Differently:
Organizational Transformation and the
New Worker Experience
As we enter the second wave of the Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR), the human-machine relationship will redefine and redesign
work as we know it and demand new work practices optimized for the digital organization. This is how we believe it will look:
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Think of a business-digital ecosystem as a world of sectors without borders. Value creation during this second wave of the 4IR
will result from horizontal players coming together across industry boundaries to capture the rewards from that value.
Networks of stakeholders, including business partners, suppliers, customers, and even competitors will interact digitally to
replace traditional industries. These business-digital ecosystems will be created around the basic needs of individuals
or organizations.
Digital technologies have the capacity to propel the rate of learning in business to untold heights as algorithms unlock complex
patterns and insights with unprecedented speed. New technology can accelerate learning in individual process steps, but to
create aggregate organizational learning and competitive advantage, it must be complemented by organizational innovation.

Building the Workforce of the Future
Digital transformation is organizational transformation – and it is more about engaging
people in new work paradigms than it is about replacing them entirely.
The evolving human-machine relationship – where people remain involved when work is
not fully automated – is a crucial aspect of any digital transformation strategy. For many
organizations, the amount of fully automated work is small compared to the amount
of work expected to be performed in a hybrid, human-machine partnership. As humans
increasingly take their hands off the wheel at work, this area will be a critical focus going
forward. There are significant issues about how this work gets redesigned and continually optimized and how we prepare the existing workforce or hire the talent to do the
new work.

“

Beauty does
not come from
decorative effects
but from structural
coherence.
Pier Luigi Nervi

- Architect & Engineer

Logical Design Solutions (LDS) is a digital strategy and design consultancy to global enterprises. We create experiences
that transform business and help people work successfully in the new digital organization. Clients come to LDS because of
our reputation for intellectual rigor, our foundation in visionary experience strategy, and our commitment to enabling digital
transformation inside the enterprise. Contact us to learn more about how LDS has dramatically improved the way that some
of the largest corporations in the world do business.
Phone: 800 ASK LDSI or (800 275 5374) Email: info@LDS.com

